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During the mid-2000’s I spent most of my free time tum-
bling around various IMDB message boards. It was when
internet message boards were in its hay-day and IMDB’s

blue texted grey backgrounds were a rite of passage for any
movie buff. Rumors and production delays were a dime a dozen
there and for all the talk of Peter Jackson’s ‘Halo’ and Speilberg’s
return to ‘Jurassic Park’ - one film stood out from the rest. That
film was James Cameron’s dream project ‘Battle Angel Alita’. 

Very little real information ever came out from it but when-
ever it did, the skeptics usually outmatched the optimists. ‘Battle
Angel Alita’ was far from the most popular manga of its time but
it had an immense cult following and a Hollywood heavyweight
of Cameron’s stature being attached to the project only lead to
a larger spotlight and greater scrutiny being put on it. But here
we are 15 years later and after a brutal development hell we
finally have ‘Battle Angel’ on the big screen and even for all its
positives frankly I don’t think it was worth the wait.

Few films have drawn such a wedge between my inner geek
and my basic cinematic expectations. On one hand ‘Alita’ is a
faithful, well-executed celebration of anime story-telling and
world building but with the polish and production qualities of
the highest level of Hollywood production. So its small wonder
why the movie is resonating more so with anime and manga fans
when compared to the general public. Yet on the other hand the
terrible dialogue, the bad acting and a terrible final act that ends
the film on a whimper rather than a bang makes you wonder if
you’ve just wasted your time and money. 

I had zero knowledge of the film’s plot before going to the
cinema so seeing that the film takes place 500 years in the future
threw me off from the start. 500 years is a very long time and I
was curious to see how they use that fact. I liked that it didn’t
dwell on the backstory too much and rather dived head first into
the plot from the very beginning. Dr Dyson Ido (Christoph
Waltz) discovers a disembodied female cyborg which happens to

have a fully intact human brain and decides to make it his pet
project of sorts. He is Iron City’s best cyber surgeon which in
future means he will replace or fix your body up with electronics
(it’s easier I guess). Not long after, the female cyborg wakes up
and she finds herself in a new body but with no memory of her
past self or function. Ido proceeds to name her ‘Alita’ which we
later find out was his daughter’s name. His daughter’s death and
how his wife Chiren (Jennifer Conneelly) is connected to it is told
in a vague, ridiculous flashback which just left me quite confused.
Sudden flashbacks are used as a storytelling device on more
than a couple of occasions and usually I don’t mind them. Here
though, they seem cobbled together at the last moment and are
awkward with little to no payoff by the end. 

I am not trying to say the plot is overtly convoluted - it’s sim-
ply presented to us in this uninteresting manner and filled with
either heavy exposition or needless side-plots we never get
proper conclusions to. Chiren in particular is a huge wasted
opportunity. She and her now ex-husband are refugees from the
last surviving sky-city (a floating metropolis of sorts) called
Zalem and everyone dreams of getting the chance to live there.
Just how humanity came to this point of building sky cities and
the inter-planetary conflict that lead to their destruction is only
teased to the audience but I found these more than satisfactory
as the narrative behind was quite interesting. 

Getting back to Chiren, her motivations much like every
character except for Dr Ido is the same - find a way to Zalem no
matter what the cost. This is also the sole driving factor for
Hugo, a street kid who turns into Alita’s eventual love interest.
This motivation of “getting through the pearly gates” has been
done to death and ‘Alita’ doesn’t bother to do it any differently
but by showing nothing of Zalem or what exactly makes it so
worthwhile creates a heavy disconnect between the characters
and what makes them in anyway relatable to the audience. Then
there’s Motorball, the city’s most popular sport (for some rea-
son) and is the weakest part of the film. There are attempts to tie
this to the main plot but it seemed so overtly clichÈ I honestly
zoned out whenever it was spoken about. I wished it was either
removed or reworked completely.  

The main draw of the film though is the character of Alita
herself and I can safely say the motion-capture technology that
brings her and the other cyborg characters to life have reached
an awe-inspiring peak. The way Alita’s eyes seem to focus on
something in the distance to how even the smallest of facial
expressions is visibly identifiable and breaks the plastic and life-
less feel which has plagued other recent attempts at using this
tech. The action in particular shines even more because of it.
They are impactful and surprisingly unfazed to get increasingly
violent as they go on especially for a film rated PG-13. They

aren’t bloody per say but they will leave you breathless and
keep you relentlessly on edge. However, the numerous scenes in
between the action set pieces are slow and meandering. Rosa
Salazar does a commendable job as Alita but both she and a
cast with great actors like Mahershala Ali or Christoph Waltz
cannot make this dialogue work. 

Cameron is given top credit for this and it shows. Ever since
‘Titanic’, his scripts have lost any understanding of how two
people actually talk to each other. Every confrontation is simply
a set-up leading to yet another line that is supposed to sound
cool or profound but ends up sounding nothing like that at all.
The exposition is needlessly drawn out, the romance between
Alita and Hugo starts off well but quickly rushes to an unsatis-
factory conclusion and the inter-play between the characters
definitely needed a tune-up. 

How much one can swallow of a campy storyline where towns
are called ‘Iron City’ and the law enforcement officers act as vigi-
lantes called ‘Hunter Warriors’ will vary. Like I said earlier, it was
just geeky enough without going too over-the-top so I really
enjoyed the overall world-building and farcical plot devices. Still
the fact that it doesn’t really have much in the way of overarching
themes nor does it question or probe at the world or its charac-
ters leaves ‘Alita’ feeling shallow. A weak script propping up a
visual spectacle only provides a feast for the eyes but leaves a
strain on the ears and little to no food for thought.    
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